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Why study energy?

Its 8 o’clock. You wake up in a nice heated room, you

unplug your phone from the charger before going for breakfast. While

you enjoy the taste of your toast and a warm coffee, you start thinking

– because it’s your primary concern in the morning - : what would my

morning be without energy ? Fearful, you take an extra coffee – at

least your body will be energised for one moment.

It is not rocket science, nor breaking news. Energy is the root of every

single aspect of our life standards. The first industrial revolution was

based on steam engines – and coal. Electricity generation currently

allows one to benefit from a large variety of devices, produced using

material extracted from the ground… By huge machines, fed with oil.

But why specifically take a look at the roots of the tree? Among

various explanations – some people prefer fruits to roots, fair enough -

, one comes out on top. The tree is now struggling to grow as it used

to. Oil supply is starting to decline, while demand continues to

increase exponentially. As if that weren’t enough, climate change

imposes to drastically reduce the use of fossil fuel, still providing the

lion’s share of energy in the world.

The purpose of the Energy Group at the College of Europe is

therefore to take a closer look at these roots. To debate, discuss,

share and learn about energy, as one of the major challenges of our

century. This newsletter will be a way to present our work, but also to

share opinions and ideas from the students of the College. Should you

want to take the mic’, feel free to send your views with an article, a

picture or even a meme, so that the newsletter becomes a place for

debate and self-expression! Your contribution can remain anonymous,

or you can choose the courageous path of disclosing your identity…

Ready for the journey?

THE ENERGY GROUP
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Friday 30th October, 20h-21h: Dinner lecture

► Manuel Marin Dinner Talks Klaus-Dieter Borchardt

► “To Moscow!? – Experience made in European external

energy policy”

Tuesday 10th November, 14h-16h: Official launch of the Coe Energy

Chair

► IBERDROLA Manuel Marin Chair for European Energy

Policy Opening

► Introduction by Rector Mogherini, Professor Dr. Olivier

Costa, Chairholder Dirk Buschle

► “Priorities and challenges of European climate and energy

policy”

► Diederik Samsom Head of Cabinet EVP Timmermans

► Stefano Grassi, Head of Cabinet COM Simson

Wednesday 18 November, 15h – 16h30: Webinar

► CoE Energy Web Talks Carbon Border Adjustment

► Michael Mehling
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Follow us!

CLICK ME!

@ENERGY_COE

COE ENERGY GROUP

@ENERGYGROUPCOE

https://twitter.com/energy_coe
https://www.facebook.com/EnergyGroupCOE/
linkedin.com/company/coe-energy-group/
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A new core team

The Energy Group is composed of a core team and working groups.

Here is the list of the persons in the core team – feel free to contact us

anytime you have suggestions, you look for information or you simply

want to talk!

Co-chairs Eloïse Couffon, Mathieu Fro

Communication
Thomas Mainguy-Sourdin, 

Quentin Castro

Events
Julie Ruaud, Catherine 

Ellwanger

Website and 

thesis platform

Francesco Maffii, George 

Pepios

Publications

Aymeric Amand, Miguel Garrido 

Moreno, Ronan McLaughlin, 

Lorenzo Paliotta, Timothée

Ceurremans

Liaison officer Cristina Abellan

he Energy Group
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The group photo!
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Co-chairs interview
During my internship last year at Engie, (a company primarily focused on providing

gas) I met the previous CEO of the CoE Energy Group. We discussed the group

and I knew I would be interested in it. I was very interested in participating, but I

didn't know to what extent I would be involved, but it's really something I wanted to

do and that was very important to me.

Why is it important to have an energy group within the College of Europe?

Energy is my subject of interest, I came to the College of Europe with the idea of

working on energy issues at the European level, therefore I opted to be part of the

group and continue learning about a subject that I am very passionate about. I

wanted to continue to keep up to date and to do things on this issue during my year

at the College.

This is a question of visibility; Energy is a topic regularly discussed and very

political. It is very important to have a rather apolitical point of view on energy

issues, and from this point of view the energy group seemed very relevant to me.

Why do you think it’s important to create or to discuss energy topics ?

In general, people interested in energy are very nice! so it's always cool to go and

have drinks with them.

The tradition that should be established is the energy drinks! The programming of

energy beers?

Do you have a particular anecdote that led you to become interested in energy?

I was scuba diving with my mother when I was a child and I realized how

devastating the seabed was. I first became interested in environmental issues,

then slowly became more interested in energy issues, and today I'm more focused

on energy than in the environment because it covers many different fields:

geopolitical, economic, social, engineering, etc.

For my part it's because I'm a failed scientist, I would have liked to do technical

stuff except that I'm not good enough in math and physics, so I still am interested

in technical subjects and that's when I became aware of the importance of energy

in climate transition issues.

T
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To enable everyone to exchange views and give everyone an objective and as

complete a picture as possible when it comes to energy issues at a European

level. We are not going to deal with all subjects or all countries, but try to have a

rather general vision of the issues at question.

In terms of representativeness, there are more people in the college who are

interested in energy in general and of course climate issues in general, so it's a

subject that is quite echoed here. Afterwards, I don't think that we all have the

same opinion, and that's what's interesting, the fact that each one of us comes

from a different country, we realise the national bias that we all have in the end.

It's very interesting to realise this and to try to see these problems with slightly

different eyes.

Do you think that people at the college are interested in energy issues or not?

What is your vision and ambition for the energy group this year? 

As the French delegation is over-represented in the group, the objective will be to

avoid monopolising the debates, questions and issues on the problems

encountered at national level, and to ensure that the French vision is not too

present. Our aim is to help facilitate diverse points of views on matters concerning

Energy in the EU, to widen the scope so that everyone can participate, widen their

knowledge, and be cool and then have a drink.

That's true, and on this subject, we're going to have a quality paper on Turkey and

Greece.

T
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Road map
Joined by 30 students already, the Working Groups focus on specific topics of

interest. The members meet on a weekly or bi-weekly basis, sharing readings

and views together. They then summarize their discussions in articles that will be

realised on our social media.

You are more than welcome to join them if you have a particular interest! If you're 

interested in becoming involved or finding out more about the group’s activities, 

get in touch with the PoC of the group ! Here is a quick summary of the different

working groups and the path they chose to follow…

Renewables

The Renewable Energy Working Group is made up of students from a range of

backgrounds and academic departments who are excited by the opportunities of

renewable energy technology and are keen to foster debate and discussion on

these issues during their year at the College of Europe. Over the coming

months, the group aims to publish two papers, one analysing the role of

renewables in the 2020 Climate and Energy Package, and another looking at

case-studies of small-scale, innovative, renewable energy solutions from around

Europe. Additionally, they hope to organise a film-screening and discussion

event and are currently exploring how this can be done in a manner compliant

with COVID-19 restrictions.

PoC : Ronan McLaughlin

Energy Storage PoC : Lorenzo Paliotta

The Energy Storage is a very small group consisting of two members.

During the first semester we want to focus on the EU strategy on storage,

with an interview (both video and written) of its rapporteur at the European

Parliament Claudia Gamon and then an analytical paper on it. During the

second semester we would like to focus a bit on two specific technologies

and their potential for the EU energy system: hydrogen and STEP.

W orking groups



The Nuclear Working Group is a small, yet driven association of 3 members

who are eager to explore the subject of Nuclear Energy. As we have mostly

French nationals in this WG, we first would like to explore the heavy reliance of

France on nuclear energy and assess its policy plans to reduce it. The recent

closing of the Fessenheim nuclear plant and the subsequent inflow of German

coal-produced electricity raises very interesting questions as to the green

legitimacy and appropriateness of France’s plans to divert from Nuclear

energy. Secondly, we would like to analyze the European Green Deal’s

omission of Nuclear Energy as potential energy sources of the future. Our aim

is to invite distinguished speakers to talk about this interesting subject, such as

Jean-Marc Jancovici.

9

NuclearPoC : Timothée Ceurremans

In the Geopolitical and Energy Group we have, at the moment, identified four

different topics.

The first two topics are at the heart of the actuality, firstly with the Eastern

mediterranean conflict, which will be analyzed through the Greek and Turkish’s

perspectives. In a second time, the Nordstream 2 issue will be analyzed

through the perspectives of Germany and Poland but also regarding the impact

on the EU / Russia relations. A third topic will be the conflict over the Arctic

regarding the energy resources, which implies a lot of major international

actors such as the USA, Russia or China and we will discuss the position of

the EU on this topic.

Finally our last topic will be related to the dependency of the Green Deal’s

energy strategy regarding critical raw materials.

Energy and Geopolitics PoC : Quentin Poiraud-Castro
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Biodiversity, environment and energy

Sustainable finance

PoC : David Radi

PoC : Aymeric Amand

The Sustainable finance group is looking at the role of finance in the

transition towards a more sustainable energy industry. The energy market

is changing in nature and in ambition, and sustainable finance is key to

achieve this. For instance, in the climate and energy space alone, the

European Commission estimates that around €180 billion of additional

investments is needed each year to improve energy efficiency and increase

the production and deployment of renewables in order to meet their Paris

Agreement commitments. [1] Recent months have seen the introduction of

new financial instruments and policies, such as green bonds and the much-

anticipated EU Taxonomy for sustainable activities. [2] In fact, far from

turning investors away from environmental, social and corporate

governance (ESG) considerations, the COVID-19 pandemic appears to

have reinforced and amplified interest in sustainable portfolios. Sustainable

finance is growing fast, and its implications extend far beyond the financial

sector. Our group thus plans on approaching this topic from several

different angles, and on studying the challenges as well as the opportunities

it creates for various actors. Our members combine a wide range of

expertise and experience, and we hope to organise multiple events during

the year to reflect this diversity of opinions and interests.

The Environment and Biodiversity Working Group will study the impact of

Energy production on our ecosystems through a wastes/lifecycle lens . To

do so, we will develop close contact with the Environmental Group

(@Environmentalist) of the College, and organise events (conferences,

documentaries session, expertise reports) to give an Energy perspective to

their activities. As it goes without saying that Energy production stands as

the most polluting sector of the economy, we are thrilled to start providing

you with insights on the future of our Energy mix to limit harms to our

ecosystems and biodiversity.

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/topics/energy-strategy/clean-energy-all-europeans_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/banking-and-finance/sustainable-finance/eu-taxonomy-sustainable-activities_en
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The Commission has adopted its 2020 State of the Energy Union

Report! This report is the first one adopted within the framework of the

Green Deal, and will set measures in the Energy sphere to contribute

to the EU long term carbon neutral strategy.

The report is focused on five dimensions of the Energy Union:

renewable, energy efficiency, energy security, internal energy market,

research innovation and competitiveness.

It's based on the 27 National Energy & Climate Plans. Despite the

Covid-19 crisis and its consequences, the report is really optimistic

regarding the energy sector’s ability to reach its Green Deal

objectives.

Efforts to reduce wasteful energy and fossil fuels consumption, phase

out fossil fuels subsidies, encourage investments in the R&D in

batteries and hydrogen or in the development of clean technologies

are at the heart of the Commission priorities in the energy domain for

the next few months.

The European Commission has published its Renovation Wave

Strategy! Do you know that buildings are responsible for 40% of the

energy consumption in the EU and responsible for 13.4% of

greenhouse gas emissions? To tackle the overconsumption of

energy, the Commission has decided to support the improvement of

the energy performance of Buildings. Thus the Commission wants to

double the renovation rates within the next 10 years, this could lead to

the renovation of 35 million buildings and the creation of 160K green

jobs until 2030!

State of the Energy Union

Renovation Wave Strategy

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/report_on_the_state_of_the_energy_union_com2020950.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/eu_renovation_wave_strategy.pdf
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Strategy for methane emissions

Renovation Wave

The EU Strategy to reduce methane emissions is out! Methane is one

the main contributors to climate change after carbon dioxide. The

reduction of methane emissions is a key element to reach the climate

2050 climate neutrality objectives. This strategy aims at taking actions

in the energy, agriculture and waste sectors at the EU and

international levels. Regarding the energy sector this strategy aims to

improve gas infrastructure’s leak detection and reparation. The

Commission is also considering the research and development on

waste to biomethane technologies.

In a more international dimension the IEA has published its “World

Energy Outlook 2020”. The report analyses the key uncertainties and

challenges that the energy sector is facing amid the pandemic. On a

technologic centered topic, the IEA has published its “Energy

Technology Perspective 2020”, which presents an overview of the

technologies needed to tackle emissions in the energy sector.

On an Energy related topic, the Shift Project has published its new

report on the “Digital environmental impact”, this study aims to assess

the consequences of our digital consumption on the climate. With a

growth of 9% a year on the energy consumption linked to the use of

digital, this issue is a growing concern that needs to be taken into

consideration if we want to reach our climate objectives in 2030 and

thus in 2050. A really interesting study amid the current debates

regarding the 5G in the EU.

Environmental impact of Digital

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/eu_methane_strategy.pdf
https://www.iea.org/reports/world-energy-outlook-2020
https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-technology-perspectives-2020
https://theshiftproject.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Deployer-la-sobriete-numerique_Resume_ShiftProject.pdf
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1. Energy produced by renewables account for 32% of

the EU energy consumption.

2. Wind and solar are the two main sources of

renewable energy in the world.

3. Hydrogen can be directly extracted from the ground.

4. Generating energy from wood is carbon-neutral if the

same number of trees are replanted.

5. Fossil fuels (coal, oil and gas) still represent 85% of

the world’s energy consumption.

6. If you want to use your bicycle to produce electricity

via cycling, you can only power a few lights, even if you

pedal very fast.

RIGHT OR WRONG? MAYBE AMBIGUOUS? WHAT'S YOUR GUESS?
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1. Not exactly. Renewables account for 32% of the final electricity
consumption in the EU. Electricity consumption only account for about a
third of the total energy consumption. Renewables however represent
18% of the gross final energy consumption (source : Eurostat). Energy
and Electricity are often confounded in the public debate.

2. Wrong. The two main renewables sources in the world are by far
biomass (mostly wood) and hydraulic, accounting for 80% of the
renewable energy production. In the EU, wind however represents a
larger share, as shown in the following graph (source : Eurostat).

1. …

Renewables Energy Consumption in the EU, by sources

NB : It is well known that biomass, mostly wood, is overwhelmingly underestimated. Most of its use is 
domestic indeed. Because only few reliable data is available, european statistics exclude this type of use, 

though it represents 60% of the total consumption. See the european report on biomass, p2, Figure1.

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/2995521/10335438/8-23012020-AP-EN.pdf/292cf2e5-8870-4525-7ad7-188864ba0c29
about:blank
https://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/bitstream/JRC109354/biomass_4_energy_brief_online_1.pdf


3. Right in theory, wrong in practice. Hydrogen gas is abundant on the
Sun, but extremely rare on Earth in the form of a gas. Hydrogen is
currently always “produced” using fossil fuels or electricity. As a
consequence, it is only a way to “store” energy, like a battery – the
energy retrieved from the hydrogen is exactly equal to the one used to
produce it, minus some losses.

4. Right or wrong… Depending on your definition of carbon neutrality. A
huge controversy is taking place about the horizon of this “carbon
neutrality”, because it is not immediate at all. The carbon released in the
atmosphere is not reabsorbed before decades indeed, the time that the
trees grow up. This problem is currently leading to heated debate on
whether to subsidy biomass. Despite the UN having considered this
source as carbon-neutral for decades, recent scientific studies suggest
its use for electricity generation is worst than coal for the same amount
of energy produced (see more)

5. Right (see BP Statistical Report, p10).
Oil, coal and gas respectively account for
34%, 27% and 24% of the total primary
energy consumption worldwide (see the
graph).

6. Right, but the number of lights
depends on how fast you cycle. The
power of a basic light is 50W (Watts).
Professional cyclists can achieve to
produce a power of 500W for about 30
minutes, meaning about 10 lights. This is
why the world doesn’t rely on human
legs power plants.
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https://news.mongabay.com/2020/08/are-forests-the-new-coal-global-alarm-sounds-as-biomass-burning-surges/
https://www.bp.com/content/dam/bp/business-sites/en/global/corporate/pdfs/energy-economics/statistical-review/bp-stats-review-2019-full-report.pdf



